Systematic Review on the Utilization of Maintenance Intravesical Chemotherapy in the Management of Non-muscle-invasive Bladder Cancer.
Current guidelines remain ill-defined regarding the optimal intravesical chemotherapy type and regimen for the treatment of non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC). Although maintenance therapy is a standard part of bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) therapy, its role in the context of chemotherapy remains debatable. We reviewed the literature regarding the utilization of intravesical maintenance chemotherapy in the treatment of NMIBC to determine its impact on recurrence, progression, and survival. A systematic search was conducted using Ovid and Medline according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses guidelines to identify studies between 1970 and 2018 reporting on the utilization of maintenance intravesical chemotherapy. Only randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that included a comparison between an induction regimen and an induction plus maintenance regimen were included. Sixteen RCTs were included in the final analysis. The most commonly studied intravesical chemotherapy agents used in maintenance regimens were epirubicin, doxorubicin, and mitomycin C. Several maintenance schedules were utilized, some as short as 3mo and others as long as 3 yr, while the most common maintenance regimen utilized was monthly instillation for 1 yr. Of the 16 trials, 13 reported no significant improvement in recurrence for patients receiving maintenance compared with no maintenance, and none of the trials demonstrated a significant impact on progression or survival. Intermediate length maintenance regimens lasting 7-12mo were the most common maintenance regimens utilized. There was considerable heterogeneity between trial design and duration of follow-up, making direct comparisons for recurrence, progression, and survival outcomes between trials challenging. Although maintenance intravesical chemotherapy is suggested as a treatment option for patients with NMIBC by some guidelines, the majority of evidence suggested that it provided no significant advantage over induction therapy alone with respect to recurrence, progression, or survival. In this review, we reviewed prior clinical trials to determine whether prolonged intravesical chemotherapy ("maintenance therapy") improved the rates of recurrence, progression, and survival. Where differences were found in favor of maintenance therapy, there was no statistical significance demonstrated, possibly due to the underpowered nature of the study design. While there was no consensus on an optimal agent or maintenance schedule, we found no evidence to suggest that maintenance therapy would improve recurrence, progression, or survival.